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For Sale

If you've been searching for your own private retreat, this unique home is ready and waiting to be uncovered. Nestled in a

quiet, peaceful street, this property stands out in today's market. Warm and inviting from the moment you arrive, this

captivating home showcases fresh, light-filled interiors, elegant timber accents, and a striking contemporary

style.Designed to seamlessly integrate indoor and outdoor living, the thoughtful floorplan connects the kitchen and

dining areas with an expansive al fresco entertaining deck – the perfect spot to relax or entertain. This property is a

nature lover's paradise, offering privacy and comfort in equal measure.Features include:- Quality-built residence

privately tucked away among beautiful natural bushland.- Fresh, modern interiors with a neutral colour palette.- Main

living area complete with split system AC and a cosy slow combustion fireplace.- Striking gourmet kitchen boasting stone

benchtops, soft-close cabinets, and quality Westinghouse and Bosch appliances.- Open-plan kitchen and dining areas flow

out to an expansive al fresco entertaining deck, overlooking the terraced backyard, perfect for entertaining or relaxing.-

Three generously proportioned carpeted bedrooms, all with built-in wardrobes.- Spacious bathroom with floor-to-ceiling

tiles, an oversized tub, a frameless shower, and a separate WC. - Newly renovated laundry with an additional WC, perfect

for busy family life.- In-ground pool surrounded by decking and a cabana housing a four-person spa.Extras: storage sheds

and a variety of alluring alfresco zones.This is a fantastic property in a perfect location. Wyoming is a high-growth suburb

experiencing hot demand from a wide range of buyers. With its leafy, tree-lined streets, selection of quality local schools,

and close proximity to every suburban convenience, this location is unbeatable. A short drive will take you to Gosford

CBD, the waterfront, the iconic new play park, or the shopping mecca of Erina Fair. Terrigal and Wamberal beaches are

just 20 minutes away. Public transport and easy access to the M1 motorway make commuting to Sydney or Newcastle a

breeze. For further details or to arrange your inspection, make your move fast! Call Liz Jenkins on 0422 920 390.


